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Explicit integration method for the time-dependent 
Schrodinger equation for collision problems 

A. Askara) and A. S. Cakmak 

School of Engineering and Applied Science, Princeton University, Princeton, New Jersey 08540 
(Received 29 July 1977) 

To date, only the implicit (Crank-Nicholson) integration method has ben used for numerical integration 
of the Schrodinger equation for collision processes. The standard explicit methods are known to be 
unstable and a high price is paid for the implicit method due to the inversion of the large matrices 
involved. Furthermore, the method is prohibitive in more than two dimensions due to restrictions on 
memory and large computation times, An explicit method (i.e., a method which doesn't require the 
solution of simultaneous equations) is presented, and is shown to be stable in n dimensions to the same 
order of accuracy as the implicit method with the unitarity being secured to two orders higher accuracy 
than that for the wave function. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Currently, the only successful method used in the in
tegration of the time-dependent Schrodinger equation for 
the complex valued wave function is the implicit Crank
Nicholson method, since this method is known to be sta
ble. I - 3 However, in this method large matrices need to 
be inverted; although they are banded, the inversion of 
these matrices gets to be prohibitively expensive as the 
number of unknowns gets larger. To date, only one and 
two dimensional problems in space have been solved by 
means of direct integration. 2. 3 

Explicit integration schemes which do not require the 
repeated solution of a large system of equations are 
clearly more desirable, provided that they can be shown 
to be stable. The absence of such a stable explicit 
scheme in the quantum mechanics literature has led to 
the present usage of implicit schemes. 

In this paper an explicit integration method is pre
sented for the time-dependent Schrodinger equation that 
is stable, has the same degree of accuracy as the im
plicit Crank-Nicholson method, is straight forward and 
simple, and is applicable in n dimensions without exten
sive memory requirements. 

II. THE EXPLICIT CRUDE EULER AND IMPLICIT 
CRANK-NICHOLSON METHODS 

Consider the time-dependent Schrodinger equation in 
one-space dimension, in the units m = n= 1 

al/J/at = -iHl/J , 

where 

The time evolution operator 

U(t:..t) =e-it>.tH 

has the property 

l/J" = U"(t:..t) l/Jo , 

where l/J";: l/Jt="t>.t. In particular 

l/J"+! =e-it>.tH l/J", l/J"-1 =eit>.tH l/J" 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

a)On leave from the Mathematics Dept.. Bogazici University 
Istanbul. Turkey. 

The simplest method is to expand e-it>.tH into a Taylor 
series and keep the leading terms. Thus, 

</J"+1 = (1 - it:..tH) l/J" • (2.6) 

To discretize the differential system above, the notation 
</J7 is adopted where the superscript indicates the time 
step and the subscript the values of the function at the 
location Xj' Thus, 

(2.7) 

An expression correct to 0(t:..x2
) for the second space 

derivative for an equally spaced mesh is 

'+' = '+'1+1 '+'7-1 ¥"J a2 ,/, I" ,I," + ,I," - 2 ,Ion 

a?' j t:..X2 • 

Substitution of Eq. (2.8) into Eq. (2.1) yields 

</J7+1 =[1-i(2Q1 + Vj t:..t)ll/Jj+iQl(</JJ+l + </JJ-l) , 

where 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

Defining the lJI" as the vector having the </J7 as its compo
nents, the system of equations in (2.9) takes the form 

l/J"+1 =A· l/J" , (2.11) 

where the matrix A is easily deduced from Eq. (2.9). 

This scheme is called the one-step forward or the 
"Crude Euler" method. It is an explicit scheme as the 
function at any time step is calculated in terms of the 
known values of the function at past time(s) without the 
need to solve a system of equations. In order to study 
the numerical stability of this system of equations ac
cording to the Courant-Levi-Fredrichs criterion, 4 con
sider the error 

(2.12) 

in </Ji and consider the evolution of this error by comput
ing the error Et! in </Jj+l. Thus, introducing l/Ji Hj and 
</Ji+1 Hr1 into Eq. (2.5) one has 

E"+1 ={1 -i[2Q1(1-cosqt:..x) +'Vjt:..t]F" • (2.13) 

The ratio ("+1 IE" is called the growth factor g; thus, 

(2.14) 

Ig I > 1 is a sufficient condition for numerical instability. 
Indeed, in this case 
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(2.15) 

for all wave numbers q of the errors. Consquently the 
explicit scheme in Eq. (2.9) along with several others1,1l 
may not be used in intergrating the Schrodinger equation. 

The basic difficulty in the scheme in Eq. (2.9) is that 
it is not centered; i. e., while the right-hand side is cal
culated at time step n to accuracy t:.t, the left-hand side 
is a derivative at time step n + t to accuracy t:.t2

• It is 
this noncentered aspect that causes the instability of the 
numerical scheme. 

The Crank-Nicholson scheme is based on eliminating 
I/J" between the two equations (2. 5) to obtain the identity 

(2.16) 

The discretization in time is obtained by the leading 
terms of the Taylor series expansion of e~iAtH 

(2. 17) 

Further expressing HI/J'j'l in finite differences according 
to Eq. (2.8) as 

HI/Jj*l = - t (1/J7!} + I/J~t - 21/J7+1
)/ t:.x2 + V, I/Jj*l , 

yields the Crank-Nicholson scheme 

[1 +i(2(11 + Vi t:.t)JI/J7+1_i(ll(I/J;:~ +I/J;~~) 

= [1 - i (2(11 + Vit:.t) JI/J';l + i(ll (1/J7:~ + 1/J7:~) 

(2.18) 

(2.19) 

Similar to Eq. (2.11), defining the I/J""l as the vector 
with components 1/Jj*1, Eq. (2.19) reads 

A . I/J"+l = B • I/J"-l , (2.20) 

where B = A * and the elements of A and B are easily de
duced from Eq. (2.19). The scheme in Eq. (2.19) is an 
"implicit" integration scheme as a system of equation is 
needed to be solved, i. e., the matrix A needs to be in
verted in order to calculate I/J"+l. The stability analysis 
along the previous steps, yields the growth factor to be 

_ 1 - i[2(11 (1 - cosqt:.x) + 2 Vjt:.t] 
g-1 + i[2(11(I-cosqt:.x)+2Vjt:.t] , 

and thus 

/g/ =1 

(2.21 ) 

(2.22) 

Consequently, the errors will not grow exponentially. 

The above scheme is implicit in the sense that un
known values of the function at various points in the mesh 
are coupled with each other. Consequently the system 
of algebraic Eqs. (2.20) needs to be solved. 

For the accuracy, the Taylor series expansions of 
(2.19) yields 

'. t:.f 1 ... ." . t:.x2 a4</J 
(</J+ZH</J) + 2(3 </J+zH</J) -z 6 ax4 + .•. =0 (2.23) 

Consequently, the accuracy of the system of difference 
Eqs. (2.9) with 01 = t:.t/2t:.x2 = 0(1), is 0{t:.x4). 

In order to study the unitarity of the scheme, rewrite 
Eq. (2.17) as 

</J"+l = L I/Jn-l , 

where 

(2.24) 

L = (1 + it:.tH)-l (1 - it:.tH) 

Consider now the adjoint L + of L 

L + = (1 + it:.tH) (1 - it:.tH)-l , 

(2.25) 

(2.26) 

where use is made of the self adjointness of H, i. e., of 
W = H. The unitarity of L is determined by the study of 

L L + = (1 + it:.tH)-l(1 - it:.tH) (1 +it:.tH) (1 - it:.tH)-1 . 
(2.27) 

Since (1 - it:.tH) and (1 + it:.tH) commute, 

L L+ =(1 +it:.tH)-1 (1 +it:.tH) (1 -it:.tH) (1 -it:.tH)-1 = I . 
(2.28) 

This latter result is obtained by noting that (1 + iAtH)-1 
x (1 + it:.tH) = I and (1 - it:.tH) (1- it:.tH)-1 = I, where I is the 
identity operator. Consequently, 

(I/J"+l, </J"+l) = (LI/J"-l, LI/J"-I)=(L+ L</J"-l, I/J"-l)= (</J"-t, </J"-l) . 
(2.29) 

ilL A STABLE EXPLICIT SCHEME 

Within the above framework, unlike in the Crank
Nicholson method, keeping </J" in the pair of Eqs. (2.5) 
and subtracting one equation from the other yields the 
identity 

(3.1) 

Similarly, the expansion of e~jAtH into a Taylor series 
to the same number of terms as in obtaining Eq. (2.6) 
yields 

(3.2) 

The proposed numerical method is achieved by a finite 
difference expression of H</J as in Eq. (2.8) to get 

WI = -2i[(2(11 + Vjt:.t) </J7 -0I(</J7+1 + I/JJ-I)] +I/J';l. (3.3) 

By the definition of the vector I/J" with components I/J'J, 
(3.3) reads 

(3.4) 

This scheme is an explicit one as the state of the system 
at time step (n + 1) is directly calculated in terms of the 
states at past times without the need to invert an equa
tion. Equation (3.4) should be contrasted with the im
plicit Crank-Nicholson scheme (2.20). 

The stability analysis of this scheme along the same 
steps as above yields the following equation for the 
growth factor g 

(3.5) 

Two growth factors gl and g2 are obtained from the qua
dratic equation above as 

gl,2= -i[201(I-cosqt:.x) + VJt:.t] 

±{1 -[2(11(1 -cosqAx) + Vjt:.tJ2}1/2 (3.6) 

Consequently, just as for the implicit Crank-Nicholson 
method, one has for both gl and gz 

/gl/2=/g2/2=1. (3.7) 

The stability of the proposed explicit scheme is seen 
to be governed by the same criterion as the Crank
NichOlson method. As for the accuracy, Taylor series 
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expansion (3.3) near tn yields 

'. t::.f ... . t::.x2 a41j! 
(lj!+zHif;) + -Ij!+l -~ + ... =0 

6 24 ax (3.8) 

Consequently, the accuracy of this scheme is of the 
same order of magnitude as for the Crank-Nicholson 
scheme, i. e., Q(t::.x4

) and this explicit method is shown 
to be stable. 

In order to study the unitarity of the scheme, in Eq. 
(3.3) eliminate Ij!n by substituting it with the exact equiv
alent eiAtH Ij!n-l. Thus, Eq. (3.3) yields 

Ij!n+l = (1 _ 2 it::.t e- iAtH ) Ij;n-l 

With the definition 

L=1_2it::.te- iAtH 

the adjoint operator is 

L+ = 1 +2it::.te/AtH , 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

where use is made of the self adjointness of H, i. e., of 
H+ =H. With Land L+ as above 

L+ L = 1 - 4t::.tH sint::.tH + 4t::.t2 H2 (3.11) 

Expanding the sint::.tH into a Taylor series, Eq. (3.11) 
yields 

(3.12) 

Consequently, 

(Ij;n+l, Ij;n+l) = (Llj!n-l, Llj!n-l) = (Ij;Llj;n-l, Ij;n-l) 
(3.13) 

= (Ij!n-l, Ij;n-l) + t t::.t4(H2Ij;n-l, H21j!"-I) 

Therefore, the scheme here is not strictly unitary. 
However, the unitarity is secured to order t::.t\ i. e., 
to 0(t::.x8

) with QI = t::.t/2t::.x2 = 0(1). Thus, such an error 
in the norm is acceptable as it is four orders of magni
tude less than that of the scheme. Furthermore, the 
error will not cumulate since the scheme is stable. 
Consequently, it appears that the sacrifice in the strict 
unitarity is well compensated by the implicit aspect of 
the method. 

It is worth noting that the scheme here is known to be 
unstable for the heat diffusion (i. e., parabolic) equation4 

which bears a resemblance to the Schrodinger equation, 
with the first order time derivative and second order 
spatial derivative. However, the imaginary number 
i =. -r:::r in the Schrodinger equation changes the charac
ter of the differential equation and results in the corre
sponding numerical scheme being stable. 

IV. MULTIDIMENSIONAL CASE 

For the scheme in p dimensions, let 

(4.1) 

The finite difference analog of the Laplace operator cor
rect to (t::.X)2 is 

P 

'V
2

1j! If = L (Ij!Jl' ••• JI+I> ••• Jp + Ij;Jl' ••• JI-I> •.• Jp 
'=1 

- 21j!Jl' ••• JI' ••• J,) t::.x~ • 

(4.2) 

Using Eq. (4.2) in HIj; = - i 'V21j; + VIj; leads to the explicit 
scheme in p dimensions 

Ij;;,l = Ij;r l 
- i2 [( 2 tQl, + Vj t::.t) Ij;j 

(4.3) 
where 

Qlz = i (t::.t/ t::.x~) (4.4) 

For errors of the form 
p 

EI=E"exp(i.f~; qzx zW) (4.5) 

the equation for the growth factor, as a generalization 
of Eq. (3.5), is 

g2+2i(2t Qlz(1-cosq,t::.x l )+ Vj t::.t)g-1 =0. (4.6) 

Consequently, as in Eq. (3.6), the scheme is stable 
since Igl l = Igl 2 = 1. 

In particular, in two space dimensions, Eq. (4.3) re
duces to 

Ij;'j:~ = Ij!'j~! - 2i{[2 (QI,,+ Qly) + Vi, kt::.t ]Ij;'], k 

(4.7) 

and in three space dimensions, to 

1j!']:L = Ij;'j~t z + 2i{[ 2(QI" + Qly + QI z ) + Vi, k, Z J Ij;'], k, I 

- QI,,(Ij;J+l,.k,l + 1j;'J-l,k,l) - Qly(Ij;'j,,,+I,Z + 1j;'],R-l,z) 

(4.8) 

To be able to use the proposed scheme, at t = 0 a pro
jection is made for t = t::.t by any scheme (implicit or ex
plicit) correct to 0(t::.t2). From this point on the scheme 
(4.3) is used to calculate the evolution of the function Ij; 
in time. 

V. APPLICATION 

In the use of the scheme in (3.3) complex algebra may 
be used directly. However, in many computations real 
algebra may be preferred. In this case let 

Ij;(x,t)=.u(x,t)+iv(x,t) , (5.1) 

where u and v are real functions. Separating the real 
and imaginary parts of Eq. (3.3), one has 

(5.2) 

The p dimensional generalization of Eq. (5.2) after Eq. 
(4.12) being straightforward, is not given. 

The proposed scheme is tried out by repeating the cal
culations of Weiner and Askar3 for the evolution of a 
Gaussian wave packet in two dimensions subject to a po
tential barrier with a saddle point. As in Ref. 3, the 
problem is defined by the potential V(x, y) = 16 - x2 + y2 
and the initial condition on the wave packet as 
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TABLE I. Values of the norm of the wave function 
II 11jJ(x, y, t) 1

2dxdy. 

Ax=~y=0.4 Ax=~y=0.2 Ax=~y=0.1 

Time (a.u.) ~t=O.Ol ~t=0.0025 ~t= O. 002 

0 0.999997 0.999989 0.999957 
0.1 0.971144 0.998881 1.00077 
0.2 1. 02808 1. 00279 1. 00169 
0.3 1.00987 1. 00094 1. 00058 
0.4 1. 01076 1. 00108 1. 00064 
0.5 1. 01081 1.00105 1.00062 
0.6 1. 01035 1. 00104 1.00057 
0.7 1. 00826 1.00103 1.00048 
0.8 1. 01306 1.00099 1. 00029 
0.9 1. 03572 1. 00099 1.00003 
1.0 1. 00377 1.00135 1.00068 
1.1 0.962018 1.00318 1. 00567 
1.2 1.04890 1.00929 1. 00576 
1.3 1.01598 1. 01830 1.00097 
1.4 0.983113 1. 02103 1. 01819 
1.5 1.03650 1. 03082 1.01454 
1.6 0.985156 1. 05666 1. 01514 

CPU time 0.81 s 10.8 s 61.7 s 
CPU time/ step 0.005 0.017 0.077 

Number of 
mesh points 31x16=496 61x31=1891 121 x 61 = 7381 

CPU time/ step-
mesh points 10-5 10-5 10-5 

l/!(x,0) 

= exp{ - HXu (x _XO)2 + 2X12(X -xo)(y - Yo) + X22(Y - YO)2]} 

xexp{-i[po(x -xo) +qo(Y _Yo)]}/(2X1
/

2r 1
/

2 
, (5.3) 

with 

Xu = 3/16, X12 = 3/16, X22 = - 3/16, 

X = I Xu Xz2 - x~21 =12 (3/16) 

xo=-4, Yo=O, Po=,[6, qo=O 

This problem corresponds to the scattering of a Gauss
ian wave packet centered at (-4.0) and oriented at 45° 
and having a translational energy of 75% of the barrier 
energy. In the calculations in atomic units with m = h 
= 1, a rectangular space {- 8::Sx::S 4, 3::S y::S 3} is used 
with a mesh spacing of 0.4, 0.2, and 0.1 with time 
steps of 0.010, 0.0025, and 0.0020, respectively, for 
three sets of calculations. The scheme is observed to 
be stable and the norm is conserved to an accuracy 
::s 10-2 as seen in Table 1. The evolution of the collision 
is illustrated in Figs. 4 and 5 of Ref. 3 and it is seen 
that t = 1.6 is practically the end of the collision. The 
computer time requirements are, respectively, 0.005, 
0.017, and 0.077 s for each time step and 0.81, 10.8, 
and 61.7 s for the complete calculations on Princeton 
University's IDM 360/91. For comparison, consider 
the excellent calculations of McCullough and Wyatt2 uti
lizing the implicit Crank-Nicholson method. In these, 
10· mesh points are involved and the computation time 
is reported to be 11 s on CDC 6600 for each time step. 
For the set of calculations reported here 31 x 16, 61 

x 31, and 121 x 61 mesh points are used. Since no matrix 
inversions are required the computational effort in
creases linearly with the number of points as is also 
seen in the results presented in Table I. Consequently, 
for the same number of 104 mesh points the computation 
time may be reasonably estimated to be 0.1 s. Consid
ering that the speed CDC 6600 is comparable to that of 
the IDM 360/91, this scheme is seen to be significantly 
(i. e., at least two orders of magnitude) faster than the 
implicit method. Calculations similar to those of 
McCullough and Wyatt2 were reported recently by 
Zuhrt, Kamal, and Zulicke5 and by Kellerhals, Sathy
amurty, and Raff, 6 each using 104 mesh points. The 
computation time for Ref. 5 is not reported, while that 
of Ref. 6 was 1. 7 min for each time step on IDM 360/65. 
With proper computer speed adjustments, the times in
volved in this latter work are estimated to be equal to 
those in Ref. 2. 

VI. DISCUSSION 

The importance of the explicit scheme presented here 
lies primarily in its applicability in two and higher di
mensions. In the implicit schemes the matrices in
volved are almost unmanageable and difficult to visualize 
in more than two dimensions. In fact, on one- two- and 
three-space dimensions, the Crank-Nicholson scheme 
(2. 20) reads 

A Jk l/!;+l = B Jk l/!;-l , 

AmnJk l/!;;l = BmnJk l/!;;1 , 

A ,/,n+l B ,/,n-l 
mnpJkl 'l'Jkl = mnPJkl'l'JU 

(6.1) 

Clearly, the one dimensional problem presents no diffi
culty, AJh Bjk are banded matrices of width 3, and the 
elements AJk and BJk are easily identifiable. For the two 
dimensional problem, the algebraic equations with the 
four dimensional matrices AmnJk and BmnJk nonmanageable 
in their present forms. Nevertheless, a contraction is 
made on the indices to reduce the second Eq. (6.U into2 

(6.2) 

Although the contracted matrices are very large, and 
are not thin banded, this set of equations can neverthe
less be solved. For the three dimensional problem, 
however, even if a contraction is made on the triple in
dices, the resulting matrices are too large to be inverted 
with a reasonable computational effort and the elements 
of the contracted matrices are quite difficult to visualize. 
However, the equations analogous to Eq. (6.1) corre
sponding to the method proposed in this paper are of the 
form 

(6.3) 

The advantages of Eq. (6.3) in comparison to Eq. (6.1) 
are obvious: No matrices need be inverted, only one ma
trix is stored in memory, and no contraction is neces
sary. Furthermore, the matrices A JP' A JkPq, and A JklPqr 

are banded in the sense that only the elements 
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A j, jA j+l, j 

are nonzero. For a mesh with n points in each dimen
sion, the nonzero elements of the banded matrices (6.1) 
number, respectively, 3n,9n2

, and 3On3
, rather than 

n2
, n\ and n6 for the full matrices. Although the same 

is true for the matrices A and B in Eq. (6.2), when the 
matrices on the left-hand side are inverted, however, 
the banded character disappears. This is important for 
both the computer time requirement and memory space 
allocation. 

The real power of this explicit scheme is due to the 
elimination of the matrices whose inversion proves pro
hibitive in the implicit methods. The advantages of the 
explicit method are even more significant in higher di-

mensions and for denser meshes. The reason is that 
the computational effort in implicit methods increases 
as the cube of the number of elements of the matrices 
involved, while the increase is only linear with the num
ber of unknowns for the explicit method presented here. 
This linearity is displayed on Table I as the CPU time 
per step, per mesh point is the same for all three cal
culations using a different number of points. 
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